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this course provides undergraduate students with knowledge
and experience in electrical devices and electronic circuits for

both industrial and research purposes. the course includes
circuits consisting of active and passive elements such as
resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes, transistors, and

integrated circuits and several simulations in which students
are able to learn the basic components of the device. the

topics covered in the course include the ideal and real
components of an electrical circuit, single and series and

parallel branches, voltage division, signal processing circuits
and analysis, basic concepts of transistor models, diodes and

rectifiers, integrated circuits, their basic components,
characteristics of mosfets, theory of cmos circuits, and ac
and dc analysis. students are able to analyze and solve

electrical circuits with the help of software. in addition to
doing the necessary laboratory practices and practical
applications, there are other activities such as solving
puzzles, competitions, etc. students should have solid

background in mathematics including integration,
differentiation, and algebra. high frequency technologist -
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the evolution of process modeling is traced starting with bipolar
technology in the 1960s through recent processing concerns for oxide-
isolated mos devices. the kinetics of diffusion and oxidation are used to
illustrate both physical and numerical effects. the interaction of device

effects with process modeling is discussed as well as the statistical
implications of process variables. the nature of computer-aided design
tools for process and device modeling are discussed. this includes tools
that bridge gaps between technology and system design with potential

application for manufacturing. industrial management - a pervasive
technology perspective - it has been shown that the digital revolution has
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improved the capabilities of system designers, and that it is now possible
to predict and control system behaviour using digital technologies. thus,
industrial automation has assumed many new forms and roles, with new
scale and speed of integration. ict's impact extends beyond traditional

system functions and devices, and the network of information and people
that is often the result of the digital revolution is pervasive in many

aspects of society. it is no longer sufficient to think of the digital
enterprise as a closed system. this pervasive ict carries considerable

potential and risk. to understand these, it is necessary to understand the
socio-technical aspects of the digital enterprise and why it may have

become a pervasive technology. chapter i defines the digital enterprise
and discusses its significance as a socio-technical system. it also explains

how the digital enterprise is a pervasive technology as it has profound
effects on the socio-technical system. this chapter introduces the

framework that will be used throughout the book to understand issues
associated with a digital enterprise. as a pervasive technology, the digital

enterprise is always-on, always-available, and always-connected. it is
deeply intertwined with the other parts of the socio-technical system:

people, organizations, and physical systems. 5ec8ef588b
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